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Details of Visit:

Author: vice_verser
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 11 Oct 2012 17:00
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 90
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07553635642

The Premises:

Travelodge, so adequate.

The Lady:

Bulgarian. Very slim, or skinny depending on your view. Very little conversation, probably mainly
due to poor English.

The Story:

Listed as Gl0riA on ** (note the third character is a zero). Comprehensive list of services, apparently
all inclusive. Booked by phone, and confirmed all inclusive, specifically mentioning swallow (as
listed). Arrangements were straightforward, no problems with unanswered calls etc.

Met at stairs and led silently to room. Again confirmed swallow included before handing over ?90 for
an hour.

Tried French kissing, but she kept her lips firmly closed, occasionally pushing the very tip of her
tongue between my lips, but no further. Definitely not DFK, and calling it FK at all would be a
stretch.

Started OWO on my still limp cock, wanking away with a hand ? an action guaranteed not to get me
any harder! Eventually coaxed her into more suitable movements (for me), and reached a state of
semi-hardness. Each time there was any sign of pre-cum, she stopped and spat into a tissue ? this
was not looking good for cim/swallow...

As there was not much else going on, decided to proceed with the main event (if that?s not
overstating the meet). After a short period of disinterested mish, asked her for A, and she turned
around for me to enter doggy, after applying lube (which looked like a bottle of baby lotion!). After a
short attempt, which was not too successful as I was not really hard enough, asked for CiM.

Stood up and got her to kneel in front and managed to stop her trying to wrench my cock off with
her hand while she was sucking. When I started to cum, she was starting to move away, but
managed to stay in her mouth for at least the beginning ? she then dashed to the bathroom to spit,
while I was left holding my cock and catching the remainder of my cum.
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Had a brief wash down, and dressed. Was back in my car about 40 minutes from when I left, so
probably had 30-35 minutes in the room at most.

Unfortunately, another poor EE punt ? I?m sure that some punters are successful, but I can only
recall one that I cared to repeat. For some reason I keep trying them, but on balance I?m not sure
that I will again.
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